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Justice Geske: "Let's not mince words: President Trump's actions are a dangerous
attempt to subvert the rule of law, and his lawsuits ask courts to step in and defy the will
of voters."

  

  

MADISON - Former Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice Janine Geske -- appointed to the  bench
by former Republican Governor Tommy Thompson -- outlined in a  Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
op-ed the importance of the Court to protect  the voices of Wisconsin voters.

  

Geske called President Trump’s lawsuits  to overturn the election “a dangerous attempt to
subvert the law” and  disenfranchise hundreds of thousands of Wisconsin voters in just two 
counties. Read more below: 

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel: Opinion: Wisconsin Supreme Court should protect the
voices of Badger state voters

 The people of Wisconsin — and America — spoke on Nov. 3 and elected Joe  Biden as the
next president of the United States. His win was clear and  decisive. In fact, President-elect
Biden will be the first in American  history to garner more than 80 million votes  — he won 306
electoral votes compared with 232 for President Donald Trump.

 Biden prevailed by more than 20,000 votes in Wisconsin. But shortly  after Election Day,
President Trump requested a recount in Dane and  Milwaukee counties, while previewing
baseless attacks against our  state’s election system with the apparent goal of turning to the
courts  to overturn the results.
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 This is the same strategy we have seen the Trump campaign employ  throughout the country,
waging frivolous lawsuits in numerous states,  asking the courts to disenfranchise millions of
voters, and shredding  our foundational norms in the process.

 Let’s not mince words: President Trump’s actions are a dangerous attempt  to subvert the rule
of law, and his lawsuits ask courts to step in and  defy the will of voters. There is not a single
court in the country that  has found his campaign’s claims to be credible and with good reason: 
There has been no evidence presented to support them and no colorable  argument made to
support the attacks.

 I don’t look at this issue from a Republican or Democratic perspective. I  was appointed by
Republican Gov. Tommy Thompson to the Wisconsin  Supreme Court and didn’t speak out
publicly about a partisan candidate until this year . For me, this is about the law, our
Constitution, and protecting the will of Wisconsin voters.

 The issue before us is clear — the Trump campaign’s challenges have no  grounding in the
facts, law or reality. President Trump is seeking to  disenfranchise hundreds of thousands of
Wisconsin voters in just two  counties, Milwaukee and Dane. These voters — our grandparents,
teachers,  doctors, many people of color — did nothing wrong. They followed the  rules. They
voted the same way as voters in La Crosse, Superior, Green  Bay, and other communities
across the state.

 I know the Wisconsin Supreme Court, and I am confident the justices will  have the integrity to
see these baseless claims for what they are — an  effort to change the rules of the election after
it has been held  because of one candidate’s disappointment with the result. That’s not  how our
democracy works, and the court knows that and will act  accordingly to protect the sanctity of
our elections and the rights of  our citizens.

Justice Janine Geske previously served on the Wisconsin Supreme  Court and was appointed
by Republican Gov. Tommy Thompson before winning  a statewide election.
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